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MESSAGE FROM GROUP CHIEF
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER
culture, are our strength. The diversified workforce
whether it is within the UAE or in other countries
where we operate, wear the logo of Tristar and
this is clear from the Leadership Summit which we
organize once every two years.

There are several indicators which prove that we
are a sustainable business and embrace continuous
improvement. One of the indicators is our diversified
business segments and we should be proud to say
that we are a globally recognized energy logistics
company offering the best in class services to our
stakeholders without compromising on our values.

We have to move with the times and look into the
future, otherwise, we shall be left far behind. That’s
the reason the theme of our Leadership Summit
is chosen has always been to look forward for the
future. In 2017, our theme was “The Future is Now”
wherein we had discussions plus ideas on the
“Era of Disruption” mainly focusing on Technology
Disruptions. In 2019, our theme was “Future Proofing
Tristar 4.0” and we discussed topics related to Digital
Disruption, Environmental Sustainability, and how to
improve our organizational agility to meet customer
or stakeholder expectations. Retaining the focus on
the future, this year’s summit theme was “Transition
Towards Energy” and we had lots of inputs from our
employees on subjects related to Sustainability,
Environment, Global Challenges and Energy-related
dynamics which is the essence where the world is
headed to.

Our commitment to our customers is so strong that
we have not lost a single customer for over two
decades and we are looked upon as a preferential
partner for repeat business which is s a strong
indicator of a very successful business partnership.
Financial indicators are a result of how we manage
our relationships and as we serve our customers to
the best of our abilities, the healthier and stable are
our financial results.

We have also embraced technology as we have grown
in size. Every year we research on how our systems
and processes can be improved and automated. We
invest not just financially but time and effort from
our employees in continuous improvement. While
our planning for the future starts from the top,
our strategy is also built with inputs from across
the various business streams and our people from
different cultures.

Successful leaders do not do great things. They do
small things in a great way. Similarly, successful
organizations may or may not be doing great things
but they certainly do things in the most sustainable
manner. Tristar is an organization which has now
existed for 24 successful years and this is because
we follow the principles of continuous improvement
and sustainability.

While our customers are our forte and the reason for
success, people are our best assets. Our employees
are not only dedicated and committed to service but
also go that extra mile to keep our customers happy.
This is evident from the feedback we receive from
our customers during our meetings and also during
the customer survey which we conduct once every
year. Our employees, regardless of their position or

The brand and image of Tristar have grown and with
our diversified business, we can proudly state that
we can be a benchmark to a lot of organizations
who wish to embrace continuous improvement and
sustainability.
Happy to Serve you always.
Balaji Nagabhushan
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Shell Completes Sale of
Terminal in JAFZA to Tristar
Shell Markets (Middle East) Limited announced that it
has completed the sale of the Shell oil products storage
facility terminal located in the Jebel Ali Free Zone
(JAFZA) area of Dubai to energy logistics firm, Tristar
Group. The full ownership transfer of the terminal to
Tristar Group will be effective from July 1, 2022.
Under the terms of the sales and services agreements
signed between the two companies, Shell will continue
to supply bitumen and lubricants products and
services to its customers from the terminal.
Azmat Jafri, Shell’s General Manager of Customer
Operations in Asia Pacific and China said, “While this
agreement enables us to focus on our core operations
and products, it also allows us to continue to provide
our customers high quality bitumen and lubricants
products and services. It reflects our commitment to
UAE and our customers.”

Eugene Mayne, Tristar Group’s Chief Executive Officer
said, “This agreement between Shell and Tristar is a
testament to both our companies’ single-minded focus
on our respective customers, and our shared vision
to support the UAE to reinforce its role as a global
logistics hub. This strategic asset transition allows
us to expand our presence in JAFZA and our capacity
to better serve our customers, offering them a fully
integrated distribution service, which is now able to
provide storage and distribution of bulk bitumen and
lubricants.”
The completion of the sale was celebrated at an
event in Dubai on June 30, 2022 attended by Mayne,
Marco Bachechi, Group CFO and Balaji Nagabhushan,
Group CAO for Tristar; and Jafri and Marwan Ramadan,
Regional Business manager and Project Manager for
Shell and other officials from both companies.

GCEO Tours Airport
Project in Uganda
On May 13, Tristar Group CEO Eugene Mayne toured the newly
completed Aviation Fuel Tank Farm and Hydrant Pipeline
Facilities at Entebbe International Airport in Uganda.
The ultra-modern project comprises of modern SCADA PLC
automated fuel supply system connected by a 7-kilometer
fuel pipeline that carries fuel from the tank farm all the way
to the three newly built Airport Aprons. The project is part
of the Upgrade and Expansion of the Entebbe International
Airport by the Uganda Civil Aviation Authority (UCAA).
The tank farm has a capacity of 12 million liters with a
total planed capacity of 23 million liters. The system has
the capacity to deliver fuel to aircrafts at a higher and
more efficient safe speed. It is equally fitted with safety
and quality assurance features in line with latest JIG and
industry standards.
Mayne was accompanied by Tristar head office-based
officers Fuels GM Anil Parri and Project Manager Raj
Rajaskekar. They were toured by Tristar Uganda’s Country
Director Promise Anagolu.

The Group CEO also inspected the new cargo terminal
and passenger apron expansion hydrant system and met
with top officials of UCAA. He met separately with other
oil marketing representatives who have shown interest
in the use of the Tristar project to serve their own airline
customers.
Once fully operational the Aviation Fuel Tank Farm and
Hydrant Pipeline Facilities will improve efficiency, fuel
quality and security, as well as reduce the cost of fuel
supplies at the airport.
Mayne thanked the Tristar Uganda team for the good work
and enjoined everyone to stay focused on the remaining
tasks ahead, especially on the full operations adhering to
international standards and industry best practices.
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Bus and Truck Seminar in Nairobi

AFAL conducted a Bus and Truck Seminar for 25 people
from nine companies on July 13 at the Tripple O’s
Hotel Utawala, a suburb of Nairobi. Charles Mbithi, C&I
Manager, conducted the training with a customer centric
approach and was able to cover many topics through an
interactive session.
The companies have fleets of vans, trucks and buses,
with some running exclusive garages for their fleets’
maintenance. Most of the participants were existing
Caltex customers who require upgrading their current
oil-grade to higher grades. They expressed interest
in understanding the following topics: grades of oils,
types of greases, technical specifications of oils and
their performance, cost implications of using different
oils, hydraulic oil grades, OEM specifications and oil
manufacturers’ claims, and handling of used oil.

August 2022
Turkish Airlines Signs Up with APCL

Tristar through its subsidiary APCL in South Sudan is
now refueling Turkish Airlines at the Juba International
Airport. Turkish Airlines started operations from Juba
for the first time. APCL has been serving Flydubai and
other major customers which include international
governmental organizations and local airlines like
ALLIED SERVICES, TOR Air Aviation, AIR SERV and Fly Air
Africa, among others.

New Tristar Technical Center and
Workshop in Damman

Major Resellers and Mechanics Training

Almost a hundred major resellers and mechanics
attended a training on July 20 in Thika, 45 kilometers
from Nairobi, to learn and know more about Caltex
products revolving around drain intervals and
applications. The aim of the AFAL Team was to
market Caltex lubricants and train the participants
on usability of the range within the town and its
outskirts.

New Shell Tankers in Oman

Staff from Tristar Oman, led by GM Suresh Sampanna
(extreme left), post with the four new fuel tankers
dedicated for major customer Shell. Officials from
Shell Oman and India attended the inauguration
held on June 24.

The Cryogenic Technical Center and Fleet Maintenance
Workshop in Damman of Tristar’s Cryogenic Gas
Transport Division commenced operations in April this
year. With the new center and workshop, the division
is able to provide additional cryogenic services –
customer-owned cryogenic fleet maintenance, gas
skids, piping installations, etc. - along with the existing
transport contracts with major industrial gas clients.
The center and workshop offer complete Repair,
Evacuation and Refurbishment of Cryogenic Vessels,
Dura Cylinder, Vacuum Insulated Transport Tanks,
Vacuum Insulated Storage Tanks and Vacuum Jacketed
Pipelines. They also carry-out preventive and
corrective maintenance of any model/make Vacuum
insulated containers with the help of our high-quality
Workmanship, Vacuum Pumps and Technical Team.
The center and workshop occupy a 10,000 square feet
area dedicated for cryogenic repair and refurbishment
activities which are managed by a technical team with
20+ years of experience in the field of Cryogenic Vessels
and Vacuum Systems.
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4th Golden Peacock Global Award for CSR
Tristar Group has won for the 4th consecutive year
the Golden Peacock Global Award for Corporate Social
Responsibility initiated by the Institute of Directors (IOD),
India. Tristar Group Chief Administrative Officer, Mr. Balaji
Nagabhushan, received the recognition from India’s Union
Minister of State for Parliamentary Affairs and Culture,
Arjun Ram Meghwal, on June 3 in New Delhi during IOD
India’s ‘16th International Conference on Corporate Social
Responsibility.
This year IOD selected the winners based on individual
case studies of community development programs
initiated and sustained by Corporates. Tristar won for
its ‘Safety at Sea’ initiatives looking after the health and
well-being not only of its crew but seafarers in the Middle
East and globally.

Tristar’s Maritime Logistics business conducted the 3rd
annual ‘Safety at Sea’ hybrid conference in Dubai on
December 8th which was attended by leaders of the
maritime industry, seafarers both ashore and on board,
as well as members of various bodies such as the Nautical
Institute, Institute of Marine Engineers, Institute of Marine
Surveyors and Institute of Chartered Shipbrokers.

Toastmasters International is a nonprofit educational
organization that teaches public speaking and
leadership skills through a worldwide network of clubs.
Headquartered in Rancho Santa Margarita, California, the
organization’s membership exceeds 345,000 in more than
15,900 clubs in 142 countries.

Tristar Toastmasters Club Turns 10
On June 29, founding and new members of Tristar
Toastmasters Club celebrated the club’s 10th year
anniversary at the head office with Tristar Group CEO
Eugene Mayne encouraging everyone to continue
developing their public speaking and leadership skills.

Meet Stella at the Head Office
Visitors to the head office are welcomed by a robot named
Stella which is a SANBOT ELF Robot. Stella is specially
designed to interact with visitors with voice command
and a screen that provides key information about the
company and its operations.
The IT Department organized a series of orientation
sessions for head office-based staff on how to interact
with Stella. Picture shows the HR Team members.
Tristar staff and guests can watch the Tristar Corporate
Video on Stella’s screen and share daily mood sentiments
(Happy, Neutral, Sad). Visitors can also make a video call
to any Tristar staff.

The club has produced a champion speaker up to
the division level in Aurabelle Dian. The club has also
produced leaders as Area Directors like Jayesh Menon and
Sundara Raghavan Kalyanam (Sundar). Jayesh has also
supported the Division and the District as a role player in
various trainings and contests in 2021 and 2022. The club
mentor Balaji Nagabhushan is a three-time Distinguished
Toastmasters (DTM) and is on his way towards achieving
his Distinguished Toastmaster title the fourth time.
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2022 Leadership Summit
by Monica Kiir, Legal

Tristar held a two-day Leadership Summit on 10th and
11th June at the Lapita Hotel under the theme ‘Transition
Towards Energy’. The Summit was attended by over
100 executives comprising of members of the Senior
management, country managers, department heads and
key members across the Group’s network.
The Group’s founder and CEO, Mr. Eugene Mayne is and
has always been a believer in people and the greatness
that can be achieved when various minds come together
to engage and discuss the future of any company or even
project. He also believes that it is important that each
person, in their capacity as a global citizen is mindful of
the impact that their activities have on the environment.
This Summit provided a platform for each attendee to
explore and discuss matters related to not only the
Group’s business but also environmental issues and
possible solutions.
The Summit commenced with the Group CEO’s address
followed by presentations and business updates from
various business and country heads with a five-minute
window for questions from the attendees. The Group
also invited guest speakers from different backgrounds
and fields including Environmental Conservation,
Leadership, and Entrepreneurship as well as potential
business partners.
This Summit dealt mostly with future business plans,
the move towards and the incorporation of technology
into our activities as well as the importance of being
environmentally conscious and choosing more
sustainable and environmentally friendly ways of life
both at a personal level as well as in our business.
The attendees had the opportunity to explore their
leadership abilities under the guidance of Mr. John Carrol
who is an author and avid storyteller.
Day 2 of the Summit was characterized by team building
activities aimed at strengthening team collaborations,
problem solving and responsible decision making. All the
attendees concluded the Summit with a lot of zeal and a
fresh and energized outlook of both the company’s and
their personal goals because whereas we are presently
making a lot of progress, the tappable opportunities for
the future are vast and achievable.
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10th Tristar Sustainability Report Launched
Tristar launched on June 10 its 10th annual Sustainability
Report which covered the year 2021 at the Tristar
Leadership Summit 2022. Eugene Mayne, Tristar Group
CEO, turned over the very first copy to Habiba Al Marashi,
Chairperson of the Emirates Environmental Group, after
her presentation as keynote speaker of the two-day
event with the theme ‘Transition Towards Energy’.
“I am very proud of Tristar’s achievements under
his leadership and his sheer commitment to forge
ahead with strong corporate social responsibility and
sustainability values lying as the core of the Group.
Truly a trailblazer in the field of CSR and Sustainability,”
said Al Marashi.
For his part, Mayne expressed: “Companies of the
future will be companies that also have a high degree
of corporate social responsibility. Poverty, inequality
and climate change are some of the issues that will
need attention of the corporate world.”
The key highlight of 2021 was the significant progress
towards managing the environmental footprint of the
company which resulted to a 14% decrease in electricity
consumption, 12% decrease in water use, 115 % increase
in waste recycled, and 29,000 emissions decrease due
to carbon reduction initiatives.
The report also mentioned major social responsibility
undertakings such as the 3rd Tristar annual ‘Safety at
Sea’ conference to raise awareness on the global issue
of the mental well-being of seafarers and the Tristar
Goldstar Contest to create road safety awareness
among motorists, bikers and pedestrians in the UAE.

ATS Sustainability Initiative
Tristar supported ATS Travel, an award winning travel
management company by attending its sustainability
project launch on May 31. The event branded as ATS
Go Green, was a collaboration among ATS; Amadeus, a
travel technology company; and Olive Gaea. a Dubaibased start-up providing Net Zero solutions across the
MENATI region. Tristar’s HR Administration Manager
Sanjit Roy and CSR and Sustainability Officer Racheal
Xavier represented the company and participated in
the mangrove tree plantation, which was organized
by Goumbook, a social enterprise working towards
spreading sustainability awareness in the MENA region.

Tree Planting Activities
Tristar Kenya employees celebrated World Environment
Day on June 15 by planting 15 trees at the Kiserian
Primary School and Eldoret Yard. Tristar Qatar also
celebrated WED on June 5 by planting trees after
conducting an awareness session.

August 2022
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World Environment Day 2022
The Tristar Head Office celebrated World Environment
Day (WED) on June 7 with the proceedings live streamed
on Zoom for other UAE-based and overseas operations.
This year’s theme was ‘Only One Earth’.

Group CEO Eugene Mayne gave the closing remarks by

Tristar invited speakers from the UAE’s sustainability
industry, namely Tatiana Antonoelli Abella, Founder and
Managing Director of Goumbook, and Fatima Humaid
Abdalla Sahoo Alsuwaidi, the Education and Awareness
Specialist at Beaah Group. They both delivered insightful
sessions on the importance of sustainability at a global
level. Abella spoke in-person about the Importance of
Sustainability, while Alsuwaidi shared online about the
Benefits of Recycling. The participants and viewers were
also updated on the company’s sustainability strategy
and initiatives.

He then distributed the certificate of the winners of the

Snack box converted into show piece

encouraging the participants from various offices in the
UAE and globally to continue protecting and preserving
the environment because there is no ‘Planet B’.

internal ‘Waste to Art Competition’ which was held from
April 22 (Earth Day) to May 27. Procurement staff Babi
Reddy Goluguri received the certificate on behalf of his
sister based in India who converted a water tank into
a fish pond. The certificates of the daughters of Tristar
Mali staff Shivananda Kulal - Jyothika and Deepika Kulal
– were couriered. The event ended with the distribution
of sustainable jute bags for the upcoming Plastic Free
July month.

Plastic Bags converted into Windchimes
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‘EDUCATE A CHILD’ INITIATIVE

In
early
February
of
2018,
Tristar
Kenya supported an
education
program
dubbed ‘Educate A
Child’ Initiative. The
first recipients of the
program
were
two
orphaned boys from
Kisumu Kachok dumpsite in
Kenya - David Otieno Orinda
and Mark Vincent Onyango. For
more than four years, the boys have
gone through various interactions with
Tristar staff for mentoring and exposure aside from
their regular schooling.
Both completed their secondary school education in
March 2022 and achieving a mean grade of B (plain).

This guarantees them
a spot at any Kenyan
g ov e r n m e n t - o w n e d
tertiary institute.
One picture shows the
two with Tristar Group
CEO Eugene Mayne in
August 2018. The other
picture was recently taken
with from left to right: Sylvia Okado
(AFAL), Mayne (GCEO), John Orinda (guardian of
boys), Mark Vincent, David Otieno, Sheetal Mia (Tristar
Kenya Country Manager), Iyer Srinivas (Tristar East
Africa Regional CEO), and Harish Raju (Tristar Tanzania
Country Manager).

World Blood Donor Day
A total of 13 staff from the Nairobi office of Tristar Kenya
donated blood on July 8 in support of 2022 World Blood
Donor Day (June 14) with the theme ‘Donating blood is an
act of solidarity. Join the effort and save lives’.
The blood donation camp was held at the company’s
regional office in Nairobi and was conducted by the
Kenya National Blood Transfusion Services (KNBTS), a
department within the Ministry of Health of the Kenyan
Government.
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GLOBAL SAFETY DAY 2022
India Head of Global Road Delivery Center of Excellence
(Trading & Supply) Swapnil Kamulkar explained the
importance of psychological safety at work. IRU
RoadMasters Instructor Ivan Schmelczer focused on
frontline staff’s safety responsibility.
Tristar Road Transport and Warehousing GM Shivananda
Baikady discussed the incident pyramid and assured
the everyone of management’s support to achieve
highest degree of safety within the organization.

The annual Tristar Global Safety Day was conducted
in-person at the Tristar head office and live streamed
across the group network on April 28. The theme for
2022 was ‘Safety is everybody’s responsibility’.
Tristar Group Chief Administrative Officer Balaji
Nagabhushan welcomed the participants and viewers
while Tristar Group HSEQ & Sustainability Manager
Sridhar Srinivasalu highlighted the International
Labour Organization’s or ILO’s theme ‘Lets act
together to build a positive safety and health culture’
and Tristar’s own theme, which is aligned with the
company’s journey towards Goal Zero ever since it was
founded in 1998.
There were three external speakers who presented
online. Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents
(RoSPA) Policy Advisor Dr. Karen McDonnel shared the
safety culture to be practiced at the workplace. Shell,

Tristar Group CEO Eugene Mayne in his closing remarks
reiterated that the company will continue its leadership
position in road safety. He also awarded the winners
of the HSSEQ Employee of the Year program and other
personnel who reported near miss and potential
incident at customer site and who used the Stop Work
Authority card.
The HSSEQ awardees are: Gold - Muhammad Shoaib
Anjum, Operations Assistant Manager, Pakistan; Silver
- Nasir Uddin, Operations Supervisor, KSA; Bronze Aamir Jadoon, Forklift Operator, UAE.

Gold Award

Muhammad Shoaib Anjum
Assistant Manager
Operations, Karachi,
Tristar, Pakistan

Silver Award

Nasir Uddin

Operations Supervisor
Dammam, United Stars
(Tristar JV), KSA

Bronze Award

Aamir Jadoon

Forklift Operator

Tristar Chemical Terminal
JAFZA, Dubai, UAE

SECOND QUARTERLY SAFETY MEETING
the summer midday break, the beat the heat campaign,
and the summer safety guidelines on vehicles.

The second Quarterly Safety Meeting (QSM) for the
year was held on July 3 and conducted in-person at
the head office and live streamed across the various
offices and accommodations in the UAE and GCC.
Group HSEQ & Sustainability Manager Sridhar
Srinivasalu opened the QSM with theme of the quarter
‘Hazard Observation’ and shared recent industry
learning from incident by highlighting the importance
of observation. He further reminded everyone about

Shell Road Transport Manager, India & Distribution
Operations, India / Oman / UAE Pramod Srivastava
gave some road safety best practices. Civil Vocational
Training Institute GM Muhammad Hussain Saeed
shared tips on reversing and banksman techniques.
TotalEnergies UAE Logistics Manager Umesh Ankolekar
presented the Safety Golden Rules of his company.
Also, HSE Driver Trainer Muhammad Ashfaq spoke on
driver positive behaviors.
Tristar Group CEO Eugene Mayne gave his closing
remarks in-person by consistently reminding the
drivers to follow the Tristar Road Transport 5 S Golden
Rules. He urged the drivers not to over speed at
roundabouts and to avoid harsh cornering as they will
lead to a rollover. The drivers and other ground staff
who excelled in road safety and HSE were rewarded
through the Drivers Professional League (DPL) and
HSSEQ Award Program (HAP) by the HSEQ Team.
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CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT

CUSTOMER ASSURANCE PROGRAM

Shell celebrated its Safety Day 2022 at the Tristar
head office on May 13. The Shell Lubricants Supply
Chain, Chemicals, and T&S (Road Transport for
Commercial Fuels & Bitumen) team members
conducted an engaging face-to-face session with
Tristar admin staff and drivers during the which was
live streamed. Shell officials explained the theme
‘Starting work is not the first step’ and provided
various insights of safety by sharing learning from
incidents and other best practices.

TotalEnergies has conducted the Inspection of
Transporter’s Conformity (ICT) audit on June 20 and
21 at the head office, covering various pillars of
the road transport and HSE management. Tristar
received a green band from this audit, which is a
high scoring band. The frequency of audit is every
three years. In 2017, the same ICT audit gave Tristar
a green band and the present scoring indicates
the company’s consistent service level without
compromising any HSEQ standards.

TRISTAR RECEIVES 2 RoSPA
GOLD AWARDS IN 2 CITIES

JIG AVIATION AUDITS AND
TRAININGS

Tristar Group CEO Eugene Mayne pose between
RoSPA President Baroness Judith Jolly (2nd left) and
RoSPA CEO Errol Taylor (2nd right), with the RoSPA
Fleet Safety Gold Award along with Tristar Road
Transport (UAE) Product head Arundhan Alphones
(right) and Tristar Group HSEQ & Sustainability
Manager Sridhar Srinivasalu (left). UK-based RoSPA
or Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents held
its first ever Health & Safety Awards in the Middle
East on May 23 at the Hyatt Regency Dubai.

Tristar’s special emphasis on aviation operations is
to maintain high quality of operational standards
and in order to maintain this the company regularly
conducts Audits and Trainings by JIG qualified
Inspectors at all its area of Aviation operations.

Mayne earlier received the RoSPA Gold Medal Award
on May 17 during the Safety & Health Expo at ExCeL
London. Both Gold Awards recognized the company’s
2021 outstanding performance in health and safety
and for managing effectively occupational road risk.
RoSPA Gold Award winners have achieved a very high
level of performance, demonstrating well developed
occupational health and safety management
systems and culture, outstanding control of risk and
very low levels of error and harm.

From June 27 to July 16, JIG Audits were carried out
at nine Aviation sites in Mali: Bamako, Mopti, Gao,
Tombouctou, Goundam, Douentza, Tessalit, Kidal
and Menaka. The inspections were conducted by
Julius Irumu, an accredited senior JIG Inspector and
Certified Trainer from JIG.
Tristar Mali also organized JIG Aviation Training
Programs in two sessions: on July 2 and July 16 in
Bamako. A combined total of 40 staff attended
the Training coming from the various sites. Irumu
conducted the sessions which covered the entire
Aviation Operations from product specification,
traceability and testing, product movement, quality
control, filtration, maintenance of aviation fuel
handling equipment, operation procedures with
safety, and interactive Q&A.
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‘LET’S LEARN’ BY CHARMAINE D’CUNHA
(Asst. Manager - Training & Recruitment)
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‘TAX SYMMETRY, AN ESSENTIAL
CORPORATE HYGIENE
by Arijit Bhattacharjee (Tax Manager)

Of late globally and in
particular recently in the
Middle East, the mercury
levels have soared, with
respect to the term ‘Tax’.
The last decade has been an
era of tax reforms globally,
especially in the field of
international taxes. Domestic
amendments in tax policies
and
regulations,
across
nations, have also been in tandem at a rapid pace.
This quarter we had two online sessions. The first was a
highly engaging session on ‘Effective Meetings’ conducted
on May 24. It started with a pre-meeting poll where the
participants had to answer five easy questions of how
often they were on time for a meeting, if there was an
agenda in place, if they actively participated in the
meetings, was the purpose of the meeting addressed, and
if there was an action plan after the meeting.
We had 43 gadgets which logged in. The participants were
split into three groups and had to work together to come
up with a plan of how a meeting could be effective. This
was categorized as pre-meeting, during the meeting and
post meeting action plans. After a good brainstorming
session, the team leaders presented their ideas, and a
consensus was reached that for a meeting to be effective
requires punctuality, inclusiveness, teamwork - both from
the leaders and the team members. Also post meeting
follow-up on minutes to execute the action plan is of
critical importance.
The next session on July 20 was a beautiful one, conducted
by our very own employee with AFAL-Kenya, Lucy Kagendo
Kituto. The session was entitled ‘Everyone Communicates.
. Few Connect’ based on a book by John C. Maxwell. Lucy is
a Maxwell Leadership Certified Team Speaker, Trainer and
Coach since August 2021.
Lucy took us through how connecting with people
increases your influence in every situation. She cited
that according to Harvard Business Review, the number
one criteria for advancement and promotion for
professionals is the ability to communicate effectively.
According to Robert Dallek, a Presidential Historian, the
five skills and qualities of successful US presidents were
vision, pragmatism, consensus building, charisma, and
trustworthiness.
Lucy went on to share on how it can be a dilemma when
leaders are leading teams with diverse cultures and the
best way to break the barrier is to connect. Connecting is
more than a skill, it is a natural talent. She also explained
that influence is not about impressing people, it is about
connecting with them. There were 80 gadgets which
logged in.
I would like to end with a saying by Max De Pree – ‘There
may be no single thing more important in our efforts
to achieve meaningful work and fulfilling relationships
than to learn to practice the art of communication’. Let’s
continue to learn. Let’s continue to grow.

Whist these reforms are always well-intentioned targeting
greater public good, transparency, fairness, level playing
field for tax payers and simplification of processes, at
times, if sufficient attention is not paid by taxpayers to
this process metamorphosis, it may result in additional
resource burden on compliance requirements, ambiguity
and adaptation challenges apart from additional cost.
In the words of American humorist Art Buchwald, “Tax
reform is when you take the taxes off things that have
been taxed in the past and put taxes on things that haven’t
been taxed before.”
The perception towards taxes if re-engineered, can go a
long way to ensure smooth compliance and hence less
friction in operation of business by taxpayers. A simplistic
way of putting this across may be taxes are a cost of factor
of production, just like land demands rent, labour demand
wages, capital demands interest, entrepreneurs demand
profits, so those the exchequer demand taxes on the
profits earned.
Transparency, timely compliance, internal processes and
overall, a general awareness of taxes across business,
regardless of direct or indirect, income or corporate, value
added or customs, stamp duty or excise goes a long way
in ensuring that a group is vigilant insofar as tax laws are
concerned and also to mitigate any exposure which may
arise due to non-compliance.
Taxes do not operate in isolation, direct taxes such as
withholding taxes may have parallel VAT implication.
Further, when transaction are cross-border customs duty
and transfer pricing may also play a decisive role. While
tax compliances are mostly comprehended as a postdated
activity, lack of proper planning may increase the tax costs
of a business transaction. At time, so much so, that the
very commercials basis on which a project looked viable
may get derailed only because tax costs were not correctly
factored or ignored in decision making.
In an ideal scenario considering tax implications
and undertaking a thorough tax cost study prior to
implementation of any business decision can result not
only in ensuring smooth compliance with the tax and legal
requirements, but also projecting accurate margins and
profitability of a project. To conclude, the ancient latin
maxim, “Ignorantia facit doth excusat, Ignorance juris nonexcusat” Ignorance of fact can be excused, but ignorance
of law cannot be excused, possibly couldn’t have been any
more true with respect to Taxes in today’s world.
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New Tristar Toastmasters Club
Excomm
The new Executive Committee members of Tristar
Toastmasters Club (from right to left): President
- Prasad KM, VP Education - Akalu Zemene,
VP Membership - Karthik Kurungot, VP Public
Relations - Charmaine Dcunha, Secretary - Humul
Kulsoum, Treasurer - Vishnu Veloor Vadakkumuri,
and Sergeant at Arms - Karan Mendonca. With
them are inducting official Sasipriya Vinodh Nair
(left), immediate past Area Director from Barsha
Toastmasters and Sanjit Roy (2nd from left)
immediate past President of Tristar Toastmasters.

Dance Fitness Sessions at
Staff Accommodation
HR Administration Manager Sanjit Roy (extreme right) has
expanded the Friday dance fitness sessions at the head
office to the staff accommodation in the Jebel Ali Industrial
Area No. 3. The sessions were held on a Sunday - May 29
and June 5.

International Day of Yoga
Tristar staff from across the group network participated
in the Desk Yoga conducted by Arogya Yatra on June 21 in
celebration of International Yoga Day with the theme ‘Yoga
for Humanity’.
As the pandemic is still very much around, Yoga has been
helping people to stay energetic and have a strong immune
system. It helps one’s physical health with asanas and
takes care the mental health with pranayams or breathing
techniques and meditation.
There were actual Yoga sessions conducted in Mali. South
Sudan, Tanzania and Kuwait.
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